VA's Mobile Discussion Series provides an opportunity for VA staff members, clinicians, app developers and other stakeholders to learn about new VA-developed apps, VA app development and VA Mobile's future plans. The one-hour monthly webinars cover a range of topics and demonstrations and always include an interactive Q&A session.

Past recordings are available on-demand at mobile.va.gov/discussion-series.

**Featured Presentations**

- The June 2015 session introduced two new women's health apps—Preconception Care and Caring4Women Veterans. Over 75 people attended the webinar, and it had one of the highest levels of engagement on social media during the presentation.

- The March 2015 session on MOVE® Coach!, VA's weight management app for Veterans, was a favorite among attendees as VHA's National Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention presented a lively session about this popular app.

- In February 2015, the Imaging Viewing Solution webinar offered attendees an up-close demonstration of this app, which provides mobile access to diagnostic-quality radiological images in VistA.

**Highlights**

- Honored by VHA Communications as a top 2015 communications campaign

- Recruited nearly 1,000 people to participate in the live presentations

- Engaged audiences through live tweeting with the hashtag #VAMobileHealth—nearly 450 total mentions and more than 100 retweets across the presentations

**Feedback from Attendees**

"It is truly valuable to have these sessions to enable insight into VA's mobile strategy. Please keep them coming—the more detailed, the better."

"Well presented, great research."

"I really enjoyed this presentation and demo, very impressive!!"